
A BIRTHDAY PARTY

After The Saintliness ofMargery Kempe had closed, James Price and I were each haunted by

the spectre of that show's failure. I, for my part, felt anger that my faith in Jim's ability as a director

had cost me so dearly, while Jim felt guilt for precisely the same reason.

We had absolutely no money. In an effort to save on rent, Jim moved into my apartment on

East 11th Street full time. It was apparent to each of us that our days together were numbered, but so

eager were both of us to fix the blame for the failure of our relationship on the other that we continued

to live together, all the while bickering and squabbling in an effort to have the last word.

Finally, I could stand it no longer. Hoping to rid myself of Jim once and for all, I put a

classified advertisement in The Village Voice, rented my own apartment on the same day that the ad

appeared, and made arrangements to move to Ed Hasting's one-room studio apartment on 13th Street.

Ed was in California with ACT by now. Jim was unable to locate anything suitable by the time set for

us to move, and so, in desperation, he asked me whether he could come along with me if only for a few
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days until he found a place of his own. Of course, this negated the whole purpose for which the move

was intended in the first place, but nevertheles s, after some hesitation, I agreed. My motive for doing

this can only be attributed to the fact that at the last moment, my unhappiness at the thought of being

alone outbalanced my unhappiness at the thought ofbeing with another person. But whatever the

reason, it was a foolish move. Ifmy relations with Jim had been difficult in my own apartment, they

were impossible in the new and cramped quarters.

We were living, if a never-ending round of spats and arguments can be called living, in Ed's

apartment, when, one Saturday night, Jim's 36th birthday arrived . In the hope of improving relations

between us, I decided to bake an angel food cake to celebrate the occasion. It was an unlikely thing for

me to do in view of the fact that I had never baked an angel food cake before, but it was a Saturday

afternoon and therefore I had the whole day to devote to the enterprise.

However, the project was doomed from the start . Although the directions on the ready-mix

cake package that I bought seemed simple enough in theory, in practice they proved next to impossible.

The main difficulty arose from the fact that the only egg beater in the whole apartment operated on a

ratchet principle and had to be pumped up and down by hand. I dutifully worked away at this

contraption for an hour and a half, but at the end of that time, even though sweat poured from my brow,

ran into my eyes, and dripped from the tip of my nose into the mixing bowl, the egg whites hadn't even

begun to get thick. Jim had watched this whole operation in silence, but finally he could hold his

tongue no longer. "Why don't you go out and buy a decent egg beater?" he asked. It was a perfectly

sensible suggestion, but it made me angry because it was so obviously the thing to do. Nevertheless, I

went out and bought the egg beater, and somehow I eventually got the cake baked. But then I found

myself confronted with an altogether new set of problems. Even though I followed the directions for

the icing to the best of my ability, when I poured it over the cake, it slid down the sides and through the

hole in the center until it rested on the cake plate in one big messy blob.
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The cake was not all that I had intended, but even so I took a certain beginner's pride in my

effort until that moment when it came time for me to extinguish the lights and carry my creation, aglow

with four flickering candles, into Jim's presence. As I made my way through a rather flat and tuneless

rendition of "Happy Birthday," I suddenly saw my cake as it must appear to someone else. And once

my eyes had been opened to the truth, one horror followed fast upon another. The cake looked

squashed, there was no denying that. When Jim bit into it, it proved to be soggy as well. Our first bite

revealed that it was also absolutely tasteless. After that there was no comforting me. Even though Jim

went into paroxysms of delight, this didn't quench my shame and embarrassment, but rather inflamed

it. I had long ago come to look upon Jim as the author of all my misfortunes and my current failure

was just another disaster to add to an ever-growing list.

After this, things proceeded from bad to worse . When we had drunk our coffee and brandy, we

put some Frank Sinatra records on the phonograph and attempted to dance together, but an argument

soon developed as to who was going to lead. Next Jim suggested that we go out to some bar he had

discovered which he said was just like something out of Genet, but I begged off on the grounds of

weariness. Jim tried to coax me to come along but I steadfastly refused, so that after a time Jim went

by himselfwhile I set out to buy a copy of the Sunday Times. When I got home again, quite

unconsciously, I locked the door of the apartment behind me, and, having changed into my pajamas, I

settled down to read my newspaper upon the large double bed the two us shared. I was still in this

position when Jim knocked on the door around two o'clock in the morning. I got up to let him in. At

first Jim said nothing in response to my inquiring gaze. He simply stood in the doorway and stared

down at me with an expression of extreme melancholy on his face, but after several moments like this

in which neither of us said anything, he was forced to speak. "Are you always going to lock people out

ofyour life, Johnny?" he asked, reproachfully, and then, before I had a chance to reply, he went into

the small alcove where our clothes were stored and began to pack. I was too stunned to speak or make
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any move to stop him, and so I was sitting just where I had been upon the bed when Jim returned a few

minutes later with his bag all packed and ready to leave. It looked as though he was going to depart

without another word passing between us, but when he reached the doorway once again, he stopped,

turned, and, holding out his hand, he said, "Well, Johnny, let's part friends." It was all quite sad and

touching, but unfortunately, as he uttered these deathless words, Jim put his suitcase down on top of the

remainder of the angel food cake which was sitting on a table right by the door. I had made up my

mind not to say anything no matter what the provocation, but this was the one indignity I could not

endure in silence. "Go ahead," I said. "Youmightas well destroy my caketoo. You've destroyed

everything else around here."

That did it. Pow! Jim picked up the cake and said, "Destruction! You want to see some

destruction!" And wham! He threw the cake at my head where I was sitting upon the bed. Luckily, I

ducked in time, but even so the cake struck the wall behind me with a mighty splat and the icing

splayed out in all directions. After that a donnybrook ensued that made all our previous fights seem

like mere warmups for the main event. Once Jim's destructive tendencies had been unleashed, there

was no stopping him. He smashed all the dishes and glassware in the apartment. He pulled down a

metal light pole and bent it over his knee. He gouged plaster from the walls. Up to this point I had

remained aloof from physical combat, but now, both arms flailing like windmills in a storm, I entered

the fray. The two of us swung at each other wildly, although we most often missed. At one point we

fell into a clinch, dropped to the floor, and there rolled about like two tumblers in a circus act, all the

while pummeling each other. Considering the intensity with which we fought, it was amazing that we

both managed to inflict so little real harm.

No one could be called a victor in the fight. It came to an end when I grabbed the telephone and

dialed 911. But I was too embarrassed to call the police. I quickly hung up.

"Go ahead," Jim said. "You made a threat. Let's see you make good on it." I picked up the
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telephone and dialed my father in New Rochelle. 1 told him 1 was in terrible trouble, and, even though

it was around midnight, 1 asked him to come as quickly as possible.

When my father arrived, he found the apartment in a mess. James Price had always said that 1

was afraid to confront my family about my true nature, but now all the sordid details of our relationship

spilled out.

"1 was afraid of something like this," my father said.

"1 know this must be difficult for you to understand," 1 replied. "But if! were forced to choose

between James Priceand my family, I would choose him."

It was at this point that James Price made his exit.

After this it would seem that some sort of change in my relationship with my father should have

occurred. But he never again mentioned to me the events that had taken place in that apartment on

West 13th Street. Occasionally he would share ajoke with me about homosexuals, but otherwise the

word never crossed his lips.

The next day 1 cleaned up Ed Hasting's apartment as best I could. He was scheduled to return

that day, and I had to get out before evening. After I had made the place look as presentable as

possible, I took a train to New Rochelle for Sunday noon dinner with my family. 1 was hot and

feverish, and as the train rolled along, I put my head against the windowpane of the coach to cool it. "I

am dead," I said to myself over and over again. "No matter how long I live, I'll never come fully alive

again."

I had the keys to an empty loft on Water Street , which I had rented for a friend who was away

in Europe. I remembered that I had seen an old mattress lying on the floor, and I decided to spend the

night there. It was impossible to sleep. The night was sweltering hot. I was soaked with perspiration,

and the filthy mattress felt wet and clammy beneath me. In the morning when I woke up, I was

covered with bites. I went into the next room. There I found an old bum sleeping on a pile of rags. I



felt I couldn't go any lower in my life. I had hit bottom .

In order to understand the traumatic effect that James Price had on my whole life , you must

realize that I thought he was brilliant , far more intelligent than 1. He had been the first really close

friend I ever had. He was my first real sexual partner. He saw his role in my life as one of

educating me to a higher set of artistic values, and I was a willing student. When we were at Yale

together, I discovered through him, a whole new world of plays , novels , and poetry . We would

spend long nights together in his apartment - this was before sex reared its ugly head - just reading,

and talking, talking endlessly about drama and poetry. I believed then , and i believe now , that in

my play about Margery Kempe, he saw another, probably better , play than the one I had actually

written . My failure to deliver for him , branded me with perpetual shame . He scoffed at

Roundabout. I don't believe he ever read The Summ er's Treason.

Jim 's behavior was an act of monstrous ego . I failed at love. I failed at writing . And a

long life time yawned before me. After my experience with James Price , I never again had any real

faith in my own abilities . It was all a sham , extemporization on a grand scale . Even so, it required

courage to pursue a sham so relentlessly for an entire lifetime.

Forgotten for the moment were Roundabout and The Summer's Treason . They were put in

a drawer somewhere, or in the attic in Maine. I believe I did not have it in me anymore to be the

sort of writer I wanted to be. I finally see clearly , only now , that my spiritual death was the birth of

another real life , altogether different from what I had originally intended. I would find my way to

photography , to painting, to producing and directing and set designing , to teaching , but the hurt of

my initial failure has never left me.

A few months later I received a card from James Price. It was postmarked New Orleans ,

and it said simply , "Mardi Gras is over, and so am I."


